
anomaly rotation singleparticle p and y vibration band of the deformed odd nuclei and

distance between the levels of above nuclei are increased when gp increases at fixed £,, yo and

gn (or when gn increases at fixed £, yo and g^ ). The results of comparison of theoretical

calculations with experimental ones show that the model satisfactorily describes the spectrum
of deformed non-axial odd nuclei including states up to high spins.

VARIATION CALCULATIONS OF 12C NUCLEUS
STRUCTURE IN 3a MODEL USING DEEP POTENTIAL

WITH FORBIDDEN STATES
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We present the results of our calculations of the 12C structure in the framework of a
high-accuracy variation method [1] using a deep oc-a potential of Buck, Friedrich and
Wheatley [2] (BFW) with forbidden states in the S and D waves. We employed the method of
orthogonalizing pseudo-potentials (OPP) for the elimination of forbidden states (see [3,4]),
where a term

XG=X(Pi +P2 + P3)

is added to the hamiltonian. Pj, P2, P3 are projectors on the forbidden states for the (2+3),

(1+3) and (1+2) subsystems, respectively).

We found that the energy of the 0+ ground and 2+ first excited states display a high

sensitivity to the two-body forbidden states wave functions in the region of the projecting

constant X > 104 MeV.. Moreover, an admixture of forbidden states in the energies of the 0+i

and 2+i states always was significant (>10'2 MeV) even at very large values of/l~107 MeV.

Thus, the first approach G=Pj+P2+P3 for the full three-body projector

used in the method of OPP and corresponding only to two-body exchange forces is not

enough for detailed investigations of the 12C structure. We should take into account

contributions of three-cluster exchange forces, which begin to play a role, as resulting from

our calculations, for a value of the projecting constant A>104 MeV.

We note also that the binding energies of the 0+2 and 0+3 excited states are shown less

sensitive to the forbidden states wave functions. And the experimental binding energy

difference of these levels is described with a good precise in our approach.

We suggest that this is connected with the fact that the excitation energies of the 0+2 and

0+3 levels lie above the threshold of the break-up of 12C to the 8Be and a, whereas the

excitation energies of g.s. and 2i+ level lies below threshold.
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(a,d) AND (a,t) REACTIONS ON n B NUCLEI
40 AND 50 MeV AT ENERGIES
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!) Institute of Nuclear Physics of National Centre of the Republic of Kazakhstan,
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The measurements of the differential cross-sections of reactions (a,d) and (a,t)
reactions on nuclei n B induced with beam of a-particles at energies 40 and 50 MeV on
isochronous cyclotron of INP NNC RK have been made. Experiment was performed in
angular range 10°-170° (c.m.s.) on self-supporting n B target with thickness 150?g/cm2 and
with isotopic abundant 99%. Registration and identification of secondary particles was made
with use of E-dE method in line with IBM PC/AT computer.

Angular distributions of emitted tritons were measured for ground state and for first four
excited states of residual 12C nuclei - 4.43(2+), 7.655(0+), 9.64(30 and 14.08 (4+) MeV.
Measured cross-sections of excited states are characterized by significant growth at backward
angles, as in the same time for ground state the cross-section at incident energy 50 MeV one
can occurs only at extremely large backward angles.

Angular distributions of reaction (a,d) are characterized by such growth of cross-section
in backward hemisphere.

From the our preliminary analysis of experimental data it is follows that observed
growth of cross-section at back-ward angles can be connected with specific mechanisms,
based on cluster features of n B nucleus.
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